BELT TECH IS A MANUFACTURING DISTRIBUTOR OF INDUSTRIAL CONVEYOR BELT, RUBBER, AND RELATED PRODUCTS. WE EXTRUDE OUR OWN MADE IN USA RUBBER FOR OUR CLEATED CONVEYOR BELTS. WE SPECIALIZE IN PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY CONVEYING COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY.

**BELTING** – All Types of Cleated Conveyor Belt • V-Belts • Chain Belts • MOR Cleated Belt • Fabricated Conveyor Belt • Rubber • PVC • Urethane • All Styles of Belts for Roller or Slider Bed Applications • Recycling Belts • Lumber Belts • Bulk Material Handling Conveyor Belts

**CONVEYING COMPONENTS** - Complete Conveyors • Head & Tail Pulleys • Idlers • Skirt Board Rubber • Belt Cleaners • Chute Liners • Pulley Lagging • Flexco Belt Fasteners Sheaves & Bushings • Roller Chain • HTD Drives • Bearings • Drives • Gearboxes

**INDUSTRIAL RUBBER PRODUCTS** - Die Cut and Rubber Parts • Flexible Connectors • Extrusions • Matting • Adhesives • UHMW • Molded Parts • Custom Fabrications • Gaskets • Dock Fenders • Bellows • Industrial Hose & Fittings • Dock Fenders

**PHONE:** 503-624-7708  
**Fax:** 503-624-7817  
**WWW.BELTTECH.COM**